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In his essay on “Unreasonable Effectiveness of Mathematics in Natural 
Sciences” [22], Eugene Wigner observes that theories developed on purely 
mathematical premises often turn out to be surprisingly adequate for 
application in physics. Moreover, purely mathematical reasonings may 
produce results which are significant for physics though no physics was 
involved in the arguments. 
It seems worthwhile to confront those observations with the mathematics 
originated in the thirties by physicists working in quantum theory of 
fields-and brought to the attention of mathematicians about 20 years 
later, primarily by Irving Segal [13, 141, but also in the form of Gkling- 
Wightman axiomatics [6] and several other results. 
It turns out that the formalism behind the concept of a free Bose field has 
also a purely mathematical motivation and that the mathematics involved 
has an a priori significance for physics. 
What we do is to enrich the Hilbert space structure with a “free” 
commutative multiplication. The term “free” is here understood as follows: 
Given a Hilbert space, we generate with this space and with an extra 
multiplication unit a free commutative algebra. Then we extend the scalar 
product over the algebra in a free manner, i.e., in such a way that (1) the 
scalar products of the elements of the algebra are fully determined by 
the scalar products of their generators, (2) the linear contractions of the 
underlying Hilbert space extend uniquely to the contractive homomor- 
phisms of the algebra. In [17] it was shown that several well-known 
mathematical objects are realizations of such an algebra. The direct link to 
physics is provided by interpreting the generating Hilbert space as a 
one-boson space, the unit element as the vacuum, and the extensions of 
hamiltonians from the generating space to derivations in the algebra as the 
second quantizations. 
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Normalized exponent& of the elements of generating Hilbert space turn 
out to be the well-known coherent states (cf. [8, lo]), and using these 
exponentials, one can explicitly write the normal form of the Weyl oper- 
ators. 
In this paper we consider-from a new angle-the objects otherwise 
known as quasi-free states (cf. [l, 4, 111) or Gaussian elements (cf. [7]). It is 
shown that quasi-free states can be derived from the exponent& of 
quadratic forms of generators which we call the ultracoherent vectors. 
Ultracoherent vectors provide a tool by which to obtain the normal-ordered 
form of the Shale-Weil projective representation of the group of all 
symplectic M, with the Hilbert-Schmidt I - M’M, considered by Vergne 
[20]. Further on, we get the normal-ordered form of certain exponential 
maps in the metaplectic group and their analytic continuations to Markov 
semigroups. By using the Cayley transform between Segal domains iden- 
tified with sets of conjugate-linear and sets of linear-continuous mappings 
of the generating Hilbert space, we expose a very interesting equivalence 
between a Laplace operator-type hamiltonian-induced evolution (given by 
exponential maps in the metaplectic group) and the number-of-particle 
evolution provided by the normal-ordered forms of those exponential maps. 
The time evolution starting at the vacuum manifests itself by the increase of 
the number of particles as shown in Section 6. The explosion of the 
counting process occurs when the corresponding Bose-Fock represen- 
tation-states (in their function-like form) reach the Dirac S-distribution. 
The mathematics incorporating the description of this explosion, as well as 
the passage beyond the Fock representation, is presented in [19]. 
The reader will observe that the notion of complex conjugation plays an 
essential role in this exposition-particularly in the way we produce the 
Segal real-wave representations (cf. [13]). 
Last but not least, the reader will discover that the paper provides a very 
useful calculus which, for example, rigourises and extends the calculus 
advertised by Louissell in [lo] (and also by many other authors). 
I would like to express my gratitude to J. Tornehave and S. Woronowicz 
for valuable comments and suggestions that helped in preparing this paper. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1A. Bose Algebras 
To every separable Hilbert space #, ( , ) we shall assign the free 
commutative algebra r& generated by the unit element O, called the 
uacuum, and the Hilbert space &’ called the base (short for one-particle 
space). Then we provide l?&’ with an extension ( , ) of the scalar 
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product of X’ produced in such a way that for every a E 2’ the operator 
a*: r,&‘+ l?,,X’, adjoint to the operator of multiplication by a, exists and 
constitutes a derivation; i.e., for each pair b, c E I’,,.%“ we have 
(ab, c) = (b, a*c) 
and 
a*(bc) = (a*b)c + b(a*c). 
Additionally we require that ( O, a) = 1. Observe that under the conditions 
imposed on ( , ), I,&’ becomes automatically free. 
The algebra I,,.% with its scalar product shall be called the Bose algebra 
of 2’ since it axiomatizes the vacuum representations of the Bose commu- 
tation relation (cf. [3]). 
In order to be in agreement with the notation used in physics, we shall 
write a+(c) for the operator of multiplication by c E 2’ calling it the 
operator of creation by c. 
Similarly, we shall write a(c) for the adjoint of a+(c) calling it the 
annihilation by c. Hence, we have the following identities 
a+(c)f= cf 
a( c)f = c*f 
for each pair c E 2’ and f E I& which means that a(c) is an alternative 
symbol for c*, c E 2. Given a, b E 2, it will be convenient to write 
briefly a + b* instead of a+( a) + a(b) so that we have the alternative 
notation 
a + b* = a+(a) + a(b). 
We shall write I.%’ for the completion of I,,.%‘, Ix) for the norm of 
x E rX and 2” for the closure of the linear span Hoffl of {a,, . . . , a,: 
a,,...,a, E X }. Observe that 2”’ are pairwise orthogonal. 
THEOREM 1AI. Given a linear bounded mapping A of Hilbert spaces .%YI 
into .z?*, there exists a unique lifting of A to a homomorphism I’A of the 
algebra r,,;X; into the algebra r,&, and in the case where A is a 
contraction, l?A is a contraction as well. 
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This result is essentially due to Nelson [12], cf. also [16]. 
We shall need the following simple 
PROPOSITION lA2. Given a E X,,m and b E X<, we have 
(a( $ (m ,’ n)1’21al Ibl. W) 
Proof: For tuples r = ( rl, . . . , rp) of non-negative integers, define ] r 1 = 
r, + -.* +rp and r! = rl! - - * rp!, and given an orthonormal system of 
vectors et,. . . , eP, write 
We can always find an orthonormal system e,, . . . , eP such that 
a= c tmem, b = c s,e” 
Iml=m lnl=n 
for some complex numbers t, and s,. Then 
ab= c ( xtisi)ek, lil =m, lj( = n. 
(kl-m+n i+j 
Comparing the coefficients of the product of the binomial expansions of 
(t + s)~,, r = l,..., p, with the coefficients of the binomial expansion of 
(s + t) kl+ ‘.. +kp, we find that ( “:“)z Zk!(i!j!)-’ for Ii] = m, ljl = n, 
andi+j = k. Remembering that ]er12 = r!, we find that 
and the proposition follows. 0 
Though the so-called normal ordering will not be discussed until Section 
4A, in Section 1B we need the following relations concerned with the 
normal ordering. 
Given a, b E .%‘, we define on I?&’ the operator 
:(a + b*)“: = 
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and we easily check the relations on I’,,%‘, 
:(a + be)“: = n! c (k!(n - 2k)!)3 -$(b, a))“(a + b*yk 
k-0 
W) 
(a + b*)” = n! c (k!(n - 2k)!)3(b, a))“:(a + b*)n-2k: 
k-0 
(cf. [16, I 18b, I 19b]). 
In what follows we shall adopt the following notation: Given a linear 
subset 22 of X, we shall identify I’,S with the subalgebra of I’,%’ 
generated by the elements of 9 and the unit 0, and we shall write IY for 
the closure of IO9 in I’.%‘. 
1B. Coherence, Evaluation, and the Weyl Relations 
Since for a E 2 we have Ia”1 = n!‘/2)a)” and since all am are pairwise 
orthogonal, the function 
a + exp a = C n!-‘an E rx 
n=O 
is well defined. Its values shall be called the coherent vectors (cf. [8, lo]). It 
is easy to check that for a, b E &’ we have 
(expa,expb) = exp(a, b). 
By IT,%’ we shall denote the linear span of all b exp a for a E .%? and 
b E I’,&‘. Defining the product 
(exPx)(expy) =edx + y), 
we extend the multiplication from I’,* over I’,.#’ making out of it a 
commutative algebra. Let us write expa+(c) for the closure in IA? of the 
operator of multiplication by exp c, the adjoint of which will be denoted 
exp a(c) so that on I,# we have 
expa(c) = expc* = ncon!-lc*n. 
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Following [17] we define the value f[z] of f E r&’ in z E &‘, setting 
fbl = (exrw.0 
In particular, for a E X we have a[ z] = (z, a) and (exp a)[ z] = 
exp(u, z). Generally, for f, g E l?,&’ we have for all z E &‘, 
ui9bl = ubl)(s[4)~ 
It is easy to see that for f E r.?P, f[ ‘1 is a conjugate-entire function. 
Let (2) denote the family of all finite-dimensional subspaces of J?. A 
Hilbert-Schmidt enlargement (briefly H-S enlargement) 3 of &’ is a 
Hilbert space containing &’ as a dense linear subset in such a way that the 
identical injection of 9 into 2 is a Hilbert-Schmidt contraction. 
It is easily verified that for XE (2) and f, g E FX we have the 
identity 
(f, g> = rpam”s,f [zl g[zlexp - lz12dz, ( w 
where dim X denotes the complex dimension of X and where dz marks 
the Lebesgue integration on .% treated as the 2dim Xdimensional 
Euclidean space. Following the standard procedure, we define on H-S 
enlargements of &’ the Gaussian measure yg’ such that 
yg’( j.&‘B) = ,-dimXkp - ]zl2 dz 
for each Xe (2) and each Bore1 B c X, where pY: $+ 2 is the 
continuous extension over an H-S enlargement &’ of .%’ of the orthogonal 
projection px of JP onto X (cf. [IS]). Given an arbitrary XE (Z) and an 
f E r.%, we have f [z] = f [ p%z] so that we can consider the extension f [’ ] 
of f [ .] over an enlargement J? by setting f [Z] = f [ jjxz] for z E 9. Since 
the enlargement 2 can be chosen so that Fiji is continuous, the extension 
f [-I is continuous as well. Then (1Bl) takes the form 
(f, g> = Lf El d~lY~2(~). ( w 
The isometry 
ur.nf+f[:] EL?(#) 
extends to an isometry of the whole r.%? into L2(~g2) and in this way we 
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have assigned to every f E I.8 a function f[: ] from L2(ys). The isometry 
r&%3 + f[-] E L2(yj.J2) P3) 
is often referred to as the complex-waue representation of I’&’ (cf. [2, 141). 
Using (lA2) and (lA3), we first verify on I,.@ and then extend over I,&’ 
the formulas 
exp(a + b*) = exp$(b, a)expa+(a)expa(b) 
= exp - $(b, a)expa(b)expa+(a) ow 
which are known as the simple Campbell-Hausdor$Baker identities. Notice 
that (lB4) defines the extension of exp a(b) = exp b* to an operator from 
I’,.%’ into itself. Using (lB4), we easily establish that on I,.@ we have 
exp(a - a*) = exp - :(a12(exp a)exp -a*. 
Since I’&’ consists of analytic vectors relative to i( a - a*), by Nelson’s 
analytic vectors theorem, i(a - a*) is essentially self-adjoint on I$‘, and 
hence also on I’,%‘. And consequently exp(a - a*) extends to a unitary 
operator which we shall denote by W,. Using (lB4), it is easy to check that 
W a+b = exp ia(a, b)W,W,, ow 
where a( , ) denotes the symplectic form identical with the complex part 
of ( , ). This way we obtain the well-known irreducible representation of 
the Weyl relations. 
In what follows we shall need the notion of complex conjugations which 
we shall briefly call conjugations. A conjugation - in a Hilbert space .%‘, 
( , ) is a conjugate-linear symmetry which additionally fulfills the condi- 
tion (-x, JJ) = (-y, x). It is easy to see that - extends uniquely to a 
conjugation in I.%? which is multiplicative on I’,%. An element x E &’ 
shall be called real (relative to -) if -x = x. In order to shorten some 
formulas, we shall often write X instead of -x. 
PROPOSITION 1Bl. The algebra T&’ is the linear span of all powers a”’ 
of elements of S?. 
Prooj: Indeed, it is well known that each product a,, . . . , a,,, E r,,X 
can be written as a linear combination of m th powers of linear combina- 
tions of a,, . . . , am E X. El 
PROPOSITION ll32. Let - be a conjugation in 3?, ( , >. Given r > 0, the 
set 
{expa: a =-a, (a( < r} (lBf-5) 
is total in IYX. 
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Proof: Take a real orthogonal basis ( e, } and consider 
2 = C&em E IYX, 
where the notation follows that of the proof of Proposition lA2. For 
arbitrary n, write a = Slel + . . . +s,e,, where si, . . . , S, are real. Let z 
belong to the orthogonal complement of (lB6). Then for S: + a . . +sz < r2 
we have 
(z,exp a) = fJ fJ tms;“’ . . - s)n = 0, 
p=O Jml=p 
and then all t, = 0, so consequently z = 0 which concludes the proof. 0 
1C. The Functor dl? and the Space 9’(&‘) 
Given a closed densely defined operator A in &‘, ( , ) with domain of 
definition D(A), we extend it to a derivation drA in I’,D(A), setting for 
a E &’ and natural m, 
(dTA)a” = m(Aa)a”-’ 
and extending it over the whole T@(A) by use of Proposition 1Bl. Given 
an orthonormal basis (e, } in the domain D(A) of A, we write Dee.)(A) for 
the subspace of D(A) consisting of a with convergent CzW),,(e,, a)Ae,. 
Then for f E POD,,,,(A) we have 
(dWf= 2 (W,k*f) = 2 a+W,Me,)f9 Wl) 
n=l n=l 
;h$h we first check on am for a E Dt,, )(A) and then apply Proposition 
For A = I, the operator dr1 is called the number operator and it shall be 
denoted by N. 
PROPOSITION 1Cl. IfA is a normal operator in .%Y such that A + A* 2 0, 
then d rA constitutes the restriction to l?,D( A) of the injkitesimal generator 
of reefA, t 2 0; i.e., we have on I’.#’ 
re-rA = e-rdTA 
Proot It is easy to verify that I’,-” constitutes a strongly continuous 
semigroup. Let X denote its generator. Direct computation verifies that 
r,D( A) is contained in the domain of X. Taking f, g E r,,D( A) and 
differentiating in zero the identity IYe-‘A(fg) = (I’e-‘Af)g + f(Ie-IA)g, 
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we find that X is a derivation on l?@(A). Since it coincides with A on 
D(A), the proposition follows. q 
It follows easily from (1Cl) that for A admitting a complete set of 
eigenvectors we have 
expdI’A = I’expA 
on lYOeig A, where eig A denotes the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors. 
Uiven a E I.%‘, let us write a,, for the orthogonal projection of a onto 
Z’“. Then 
a = f aln. 
n==O 
Given a, b E I.%!’ such that C~zolCi+j=na,ib,,j < co, we can define the 
product 
ccl 
ab = c c aliblj. 
n-0 i+j=n 
In particular, write I’,,,%’ for the linear span in I.#’ of all &‘“, n = 
0, 1,2, . . . . It is easy to see that every pair a, b E r,,,# admits the above 
product so that I’,Z becomes a commutative algebra. This algebra was 
considered in [17] where it was called the commutative Wick algebra. 
It is easy to check that the number operator N is essentially self-adjoint 
on I,.#. Let D(Nm) denote the domain of the closure of its m th iteration. 
We define 
Y(3r) = fi D(Jv”) 
m=l 
and 
Ifl, = (f, (1 + JwfY” 
for f E 9’( 9’). It is easy to see that Y(Z) provided with norms 1 . Jm, 
m = 1,2 ,--*, constitutes a Fr6chet space (cf. [7]). 
Since for a E &’ we have on 0(x”), 
au* 5 la1W 
Ma+(a) = a(Z + JV), 
W) 
W3) 
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we easily find that 
a*(1 + N)“a+(u) 5 2”)~1~(1+ JV)~+~ 
a(1 + Jq”u* 5 Ju12(1 + Jqm+l. 
W) 
ow 
For a E &’ and f E 9’(Z) this gives the estimates 
lufl, S 2 (1’2)m14 Iflm+l w4 
b*flm s I4 IfI,+ Oc7) 
which ascertain the continuity of both a+(u) and a(u) in Y(X) for every 
UEX. 
Observe that all the coherent vectors exp x, x E .%‘, belong to sP( 3’). 
Indeed, Mkexp x = IX:- rn ! - ‘n“x ” converges in TZ. 
2. THE ULTRACOHERENCE 
2A. The Transformation 6* 
Let p( , ) denote the real part of the scalar product ( , ) of a Hilbert 
space X’ and let f(X) denote the space of all bounded conjugate-linear 
real-self-adjoint (i.e., self-adjoint relative to p( , )) operators in &‘. Given 
an L E E(X), we define the operator h,*: r,A?‘-, I’,@’ setting 
hZ = f e,*(Le,)*, 
n=l 
where { e, } is an orthonormal basis in &‘, ( , ). Since for a E &’ we have 
hfu” = m(m - l)(La, ~)a”‘-~, the definition does not depend on the 
choice of the basis. 
It is easy to verify that for each a E X we have 
[(:h2)m,a+(u)] = m(iht)“-‘(la)*. @Al) 
By S* we denote the transformation of f(X’) into the space of all linear 
mappings of r,Z into itself, assigning to L E f(s) the mapping 
S,*: r,sf’d r&’ given by the series 
a,* = exp - IhZ = 5 n!-‘( - ihE)“. 
n-1 
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Since the transformation h* assigning hi to L E S(Z) is linear with 
respect to the variable L E f(X) and since for every b E IO.% the series 
defining 6Eb has only finitely many terms different from zero, we find that 
for K, L E E(X) we have on I,,&’ 
W) 
Using (2Al), we check on I’+?’ the intertwining 
s,*a+(a) = (u - (La)*) S,* = (a+(a) - a(Lu)) S,*, (2A3) 
from which we get on Ia&’ the intertwining 
6,*exp,a+(a) = exp,(a - (La)*) Sf, 
where we write briefly 
exp,X = i j!-‘Xi. 
j=O 
The limit on the right side of (2A3) exists on lY&’ so that on To%’ we can 
define 
6,*expa+(u) = lim 6,*exp,a+(u), 
n 
and from the simple Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff identities we easily obtain 
the intertwining 
@expa+(u) = exp - $(Lu, u)expa+(u)exp - a(Lu) S,* (2A4) 
which holds on I,&‘. This way 62 extends over I?,#‘. 
Given a conjugation - in x, ( , ), we denote by .%(&?, -) the set of all 
bounded linear transformations A in &’ such that A* = -A -, i.e., the 
conjugation intertwines A and its adjoint. It is easy to see that the 
transformation 
E(.x) 3 L + L-E 9q.z, -) W) 
constitutes a one-to-one surjection. This means that for each choice of the 
conjugation -, (2A5) provides a way of changing elements of f(Z) into 
linear operators. Observe that the conjugations themselves are elements of 
f(w. 
PROPOSITION 2Al. Given L E f(Z), there exists a conjugation - in 
2, ( , ) such that L- is a normal operator. 
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Proof: Since L2 is a (complex) linear positive operator, it admits a 
square root 1 L 1 with the same properties. The orthogonal complement SC 
of the kernel 1 LI -l(O) is invariant under L, and it is easy to check that on 
X the operator LIL( -’ is well defined and constitutes a conjugation which 
commutes with L*. Taking as - the extension of L( LI -’ to a conjugation 
in.%@,(,) hth w ‘c commutes with L*, we arrive at the desired result. 0 
Given a unitary V and an L E f(.%‘), we have on r,.#, 
which trivially yields on ri&’ the intertwining 
In the case where I/ is the operator of multiplication by the imaginary 
unit i, the transformation I’V will be written just I’i and called the Fourier 
transformation. 
In particular, we have for L E f(Z), 
a_+, = (I?) 6,*(Ti)-l. 
PROPOSITION 2A2. Giuen M, N E q&?), we have on r,.@, 
8;s; = s* N+M’ (2A8) 
ProoJ: It is easy to see that h; + h$ = h,$,.N, and for each f E r,X 
we can find a finite orthonormal system e,, . . . , eP generating f so that for 
anyLEf(Z)wehave 
&)“f= [$=,f’@=$*) “f- (2A9) 
Once we have 2A8 for f E r,Z, using (2A4) we can extend it over I’,&‘. 
Let f E T&P. Then almost all terms of (2A9) are identically zero, and 
(2A8) amounts to the identity exp(g + h) = (exp g)(exp h) written for the 
series expansions of exp. 0 
PROPOSITION 2A3. Let .%?, ( , ) be an injinite-dimensional Hilbert space 
and let L = - be a conjugation in 2. Then the domain of the adjoint to the 
operator 6? consists of only one element 0. Consequently, 6 f is not closable in 
rs?. 
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Proof; Let f0 belong to the domain of the adjoint of 65 Then there 
exists an fi E I’&’ such that for all f E r,Z’ we have 
(SYF fo) = (f, fl>. (2AlO) 
Take XE (.#), closed with respect to the conjugation, and write pu for 
the continuous extension over an H-S enlargement .%? of .#’ of the 
orthogonal projection px of X onto Z’. Setting f = exp jXz, z E .#, and 
using (2A4), we obtain from (2AlO), 
for z E .#‘. Take now a sequence { Xn} c (Z), Xn c Xn+l, such that 
u zC)_,XT, is dense in &‘. It is easy to check that for j = 0, 1, the sequences 
{ rpjyfj[y ]} are square integrable martingales convergent o fj[S 1, respec- 
tively: However, a simple application of the O-l criterion shows that the 
sequence (CCJJ - $(~X.&~~)] d’ g al rver es most everywhere which, due to 
(2All), can happen only if both f0 and fi are equal to zero. This concludes 
the proof. q 
PROPOSITION 2A4. Given a conjugation - in a Hilbert space 2, ( , ) 
and a XE (3’) closed relative to -, the operator S$,, A4 = p3;, admits the 
densely defined aa’joint in TX. 
Proof: Observe first that the family of elements of the form f8,, where 
L E St(X) and M + L E &(%‘), f E I’,,&‘, constitutes a total set in rX. 
Then we notice that for f, g E r,&’ we have 
and the proposition follows. q 
233. The Element 6, 
We start with the following 
PROPOSITION 2Bl. Take a Hilbert-Schmidt L E q&f’). Given an ortho- 
normal basis {e,} in .%?, the series h, = CTSP=enLen converges and 
$h,1* = f JLe,l*. 
n=l 
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Proof. It is sufficient o observe that 
PROPOSITION 2B2 (cf. [7, Theorem 21). Gioen a Hilbert-Schmidt L E 
f(X) which is a strict contraction, the series 
8, = exp - lh, = f n!-‘( - +hL)’ 
?I=0 
converges and 
16,12 = det(Z - L2)-l”. 
Proof: By Proposition 2Al we can find a conjugation - such that L- is 
normal, i.e., L2 and - commute. Choosing the real orthonormal basis { e, } 
of eigenvectors of both L2 = (L-)(L-)* and L-, we can write L = 
gt.,,,t,( * 7 e,)e, and compute 
I( ( $ t,e: + . . . + tkei))’ j2 
= (-l)“n!2 j,+ .F+jksn( -:(‘) * *. ( -;k’2)ltll”j~ * * * ltk12i”- W) 
and the desired result follows. 0 
Write E:,(X) for the set of all Hilbert-Schmidt strict contractions from 
f(X). In the proof of Proposition 2B2 it was established that the operators 
from f,(z) are strict contractions which can be written in the form 
with the additional condition that CT=+. i 1 t, I 2 < co. Observe that the above 
representation holds if we substitute {e,} for s,e, and t, for si2t, for any 
sequence {s,} with Is,1 = 1. 
PROPOSITION 2B3. Given L E f 1( A?) and x E &‘*, the limit 
x8, = 6,x d=’ lim x exp, - $h, 
n 
exists. 
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ProofI Take s, r > 1, s-l + r-l = 1, such that rL E &,(X). We have 
and, since .X/Z; are pair-wise orthogonal, we obtain the existence of the limit 
and an extra estimate 
Ix%1 4 s (1’2qX, ,c?,L,. q P) 
We shall write 
6 L/2n = exp, - $h,. 
PROPOSITION 2B4. Consider arbitrary a E 2, x E Z’“, and L E g,(X). 
Then the limits lim,x&exp,a, lim,x8,,,,,,exp a, and lim,, nxSL,2,,,exp,a 
all exist and are equal. We shall write the liinit in the form of the commutative 
product xb,exp a. 
Proof: Write EkJt) = C~=,j!-‘/2tj. We observe that by virtue of 
(2B3) and (1Al) we get 
Ix&,(exp,a - exp,a) ( s I&,1, ~+l~!-1s(1/2,‘i+~)lxajI 
‘s 
2 , a,,, (2sy2)” E,,.@wl4)l4 (2W 
which ascertains the existence of the first limit. Further on, using (2B2) we 
get 
1’2 5 s@‘~@~xI jSrL,2nl. (2B5) 
Using (2B5) with ajx substituted for x and then (lAl), we get 
/X(~L - SLIzn)expaI s iPl4~L - SLIZn)J 
j=O 
= (W(1’2)“‘14 I .L - 4L12nlE0, ,((2s)1’%4) (736) 
which guarantees the existence of the second limit. Following the same line 
of estimates, we can show that the third limit exists as well, and that all the 
three limits are equal. q 
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PROPOSITION 2B5. We have 6, E 9(Z) for every L E &(A?). 
Proof We observe that 
JvkhF = (2#I;, (2B7) 
and choosing 0 < r < 1 such that K = r-‘L E E,(Z), we get 
Jvk g n!-y-ih,)“= 2 n!-y2n)kr”(-&)“. 
n-0 n=O 
Due to the estimate n!-?-nlh;12 = (I$, 8,) s lhkl I&I, we have 
(2B8) 
and the proposition follows. 0 
Let us consider elements of the form 
(q”’ = 2 n!-‘n-“( -&)” E l-2. (2B9) 
n=O 
Due to (2B7) we have 
Jv-“sip) = TV,. (2BlO) 
LEMMA 2B6. Let - be a conjugation in 2 and let YE (2) be closed 
relative to -. Taking L = p;, we find that for m 2 i(l + dim Y), the series 
(2B9) converges in lY.8. 
ProoJ Let e,, e2,. . . , ek be a real orthonormal basis in X. Since 
I( -:/2) 1 r 1 and C,, . . . +jk=,,l = (’ L k 1’) $ Cknk-‘), we get from (2Bl) 
(( - +h,) ‘1’ 5 Ck(n!)2nk-’ 
which guarantees the convergence of the series for Si-“), and the lemma 
holds. q 
PROPOSITION 2B7. Giuen a conjugation - and a XE (2) as in the 
preceding lemma, the functional 
CL f > = v @L/h7 f >t f E r,x, 
where L = pj;, is continuous in 9(&‘). 
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Proof. Choose m as in Lemma 2B6. Then, according to (2BlO), 
and the proposition follows. 0 
It is easily verified that for L = -, the limit 
(L f) = ~m(QnT f), 
where L, = pzn., X, E X,,, E (X), and U ,& is dense in 3f?, does not 
define any contmuous functional on .9’(X). 
2C. The Operator a+(S,) 
Given L E El(X) we define on I’,.%? the operator a+(&) of multiplica- 
tion by S,, first on x exp a, a E 9, x E X”, by the formula 
a+(a,)(xexpa) = x6,expa = 6,(xexpa), 
and then we extend it linearly over the whole l?,.??. 
%OREM 2Cl. For L E E,(X) andf, g E r,.Z’, we have 
C&f7 g> = (f, Qw W) 
which means that the action of Sf on r,&‘, as dejined in the second section, 
is identical with the action of the adjoint to the operator a+(&,): r,Z+ l?X. 
Proof. Since S,f = lim, &,, f, we have for a E 3E4, x E r,,X, 
(6L.f T X exp a> = lim (S,,,,f, x exp a) = !irnn (aL+ f, x exp,a) n 
= lim (f, Sf,,,x exp,a) = lim (f, 6,*x exp,a) 
= ;f:Bzxexpa). 0 
n 
It is easy to see that for L E &(A?‘) and a unitary U we have 
rua+(S,) = a+(6,,-l)ru W2) 
valid on r,.F. 
PROPOSITION 2C2. Given an L E E,(S), there exists an orthonormal 
basis {e,} in 3? and a sequence of eigenvalues {t,} such that Le, = t,,e,, for 
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n = 1,2,... . Hence 
6, = exp - $ E t,e,2. 
?l=l 
(2C3) 
Prooj By Proposition 2Al there exists a conjugation - that makes the 
composition L- normal. This means that L2 and - commute, and the 
eigenspaces of L2 are invariant under the conjugation. But L2 and L 
commute as well, and the eigenspaces of L2, which is a self-adjoint 
trace-class operator, are invariant under L. Hence the proposition follows. 
cl 
PROPOSITION 2C3. Let L E E,(Z). If 6, can be written in the form 
(2C3) for an orthonormal basis {e,} and a sequence { tn} of complex 
numbers, then every t, is an eigenvalue of L, and e, is a corresponding 
eigenvector. 
Proof For an orthonormal basis {e,} we have e,*h, = CTS’,,e,*(e,Le,) 
= km + CZBl(e,, L&en = 2~5,. Taking, in particular, {e,}, which 
fulfills (2C3), we get e,*h, = 2t,e,, and the proposition follows. 0 
Conjugations - that make out of L-, L E El(&), normal operator are 
those which commute with L2 or, equivalently, those which make the 
eigenspaces of L invariant. We shall write f r( X, -) for all those L E f r( 3Eo) 
which have L2 commuting with - and .G?r(X, -) for all normal strict 
contractions from .G8( L%?‘, -) which are Hilbert-Schmidt operators. Then we 
have the following one-to-one correspondence 
f,(‘#, -) 3 L --) L-E S+(.%, -)* 
Taking T E .%7’l(%‘, -), we can write 
T = c t,,(e,,, x)e,, 
n-l 
m 
ST-= exp - + C t,ei, 
n=l 
where { e, } forms an orthonormal basis of real eigenvectors of T with 
respective eigenvalues t,. 
From Theorem 2Cl it follows that for L E f,(X), the operators a+(&) 
and a(6,) tf 62 initiahy defined on P,X are closable. We shall denote their 
closures by the same symbols and the domains of the closures by D(S,) and 
D( 8; ), respectively. 
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PROPOSITION 2C4. Gioen a E r,&’ and M, N E 2,(X’) with N + M E 
&(.%‘), we haue S,u E D(S,), and on r,.%’ we haue 
a+@&+CM = a+(b+d. W) 
Proof. By virtue of (2A8) we have for a, b E r,.%‘, 
(&,a, Qb) = (a, &!@,*b) = (a, a,*+,&) = (&,+,a, b), 
and the proposition follows. 0 
In the next section we shall need the following 
LEMMA 2C5. Consider L E E,(Af), L = C~sItj(x, ej)ej, where {e,} is 
an orthonormal system in A?, and the sequence of operators ( L, }, L, = 
C’j,,t,(x, ej)ej. Then for every a E .%’ we have 
lif~l(s, - SJexp al = 0. W) 
Proof. Let Xn be a finite-dimensional subspace of 3Eo spanned by 
el, e 2,. . ., e, and write a = ui + u2, where a, E Xn and u2 E Z- X, = 
the orthogonal complement of X”. Applying (2C4), we obtain 
I( 6, - QexP al = ((exp 4 %.,(0 - bJexp a21 
= l~pp~,l I(0 - bLn)expa21, (2C6) 
where the last equality follows from the multiplicativity of the norm of the 
product of an element from I’Xn and an element from I(&‘- Y,). From 
(2B2) and (2B3) we get 
kPL”I 5((s1’2a,)pI IS,, I n 
and 
140 - h-L”) 1 sl(s1’2~2)pI l4(L-&)I 
and following the same course of estimates as in (2B4), setting E(t) = 
Cr-g. f-1/2tn, we obtain from the above 
IQw 4 5 W21414~.19 
I(0 - L,,)exp~21 5 ~(s”21~21)l~ - 4(~.)(- (2C7) 
In order to conclude the proof, it is now sufficient to notice that 
10 - S,(L-L,)(~ = (6,(~-~,jl~ - 1 = (IIpn+i(l - ltj12))-1’2 - 1 con- 
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verges to zero for n tending to infinity, and thus estimates (2C7) applied to 
(2C6) yield the desired result. •I 
Observe that by taking the dual of (2A3), we can verify the intertwining 
on rt.8, 
a(a = a+(&)(-a+(b) + a(u)). W) 
2D. Expressing a( 6,)a+( 6,) by a+( &)a( 6,) 
Operators M, N E f(.?f?) are said to be commutable if there exists a 
conjugation - commuting with both N2 and M2 and intertwining MN and 
NM, i.e., such that -MN = NM-. 
PROPOSITION 2Dl. Given a pair of commutable operators M, N E &( 2’). 
For every pair f, g E r,.~?, we have 
= (det(l- NM))-“‘(S,*r(I - MN)-1’2f, i3,$r(I - NM)-“2g) 
= (det(1 - NM)-“2(8~~,~~~~-lf, I’(1 - NM)-lS&I-NMj-lg). 
PW 
Since 
(det(l - NM))-1’2 = (a,, S,), 
the sign of the square root of the determinant comes from the polarization 
identity. The square roots (I - NM)-‘12 and (I - MN)-‘12 must be 
normal, adjoint to each other, and besides that they can be arbitrarily chosen. 
Proojl The conditions on the choice of the conjugation - guarantee that 
S = M- and T = N- are commuting, normal Hilbert-Schmidt operators, 
and as much they admit an orthonormal basis e, of real eigenvectors of 
both S and T. Writing L for either of the operators, we have 
m 
so that 
L = C Ux, e,)e, 
n-l 
(2D2) 
6, = exp - $2 t,e,2. 
PI=1 
cw 
Moreover, using (2Cl) and (2A4), we get for each z E .%‘, 
S,[z] = (6,*expz, 0) = exp - *(z, Lz). (2D4) 
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Let us first assume that M and N are finite dimensional. We call L finite 
dimensional if there exists a finite-dimensional subspace X of &’ invariant 
under L such that L turns its orthogonal complement into zero. Then the 
sum in (2D3) is finite, and setting f = exp (I and g = exp b for arbitrary 
a, b E S’, we use (1Bl) for direct evaluation of the first term in (2Dl) by 
explicit computation of the involved integrals. The middle term of (2Dl) 
can be computed directly from (2A4) with no restriction on it4 and N, and 
the equality is easily verified for the special choice of f and g and 
finite-dimensional M and N. In order to extend the result for infinite- 
dimensional M and N, we approximate M and N by finite-dimensional 
M, and N, respectively defined as L, in Lemma 2C5. Then the lemma 
ascertains that lim,(S,“exp a, G,exp b) = (b,exp a, G,exp b). That the 
middle term of (2Dl) taken for M, and N, converges to the middle term of 
(2Dl) for M and N easily follows from the explicit form of this term for the 
special f and g. 
To conclude the proof of the first equality of (2Dl), it will be sufficient o 
pass from f to g of the form exp c, c E &‘, to the form c;exp c2, 
ci, c1 E X. This we accomplish by taking f = exp( la, + al) and g = 
exp( sb, + b2) in the first equality of (2Dl) and computing the m th deriva- 
tive in 0 relative to t and the n th derivative in 0 relative to s of the equality. 
Taking L of (2D2) for either one of M or N, we get on I,&‘, 
h,*l-A* = (rAa+( gltnef))* = rA*glin(Aen)*2 = lTA*h,*zL, (2D5) 
where A is a bounded operator which has e, as eigenvectors. Thus we have 
on l?,ti, 
6; I’A* = I’A*6jiL = I’A*6&. (2W 
Using this identity for (I - MN)-‘12 and for (I - NM)-l12 substituted 
for A*, we easily verify the second equality in (2Dl) which concludes the 
proof of the proposition. 0 
COROLLARY 2D2. Let M, N E E,(Z) be commutable such that 
N(I - NM)-’ E E,(Z). Then we have S,I’,.%?C D(Ss) and the identity 
@&+G%J 
= det(l- NM)-“21T(I - NM)-1’2a+(S,)a(G,)lY(I - NM)-‘12 
= det( I - NM)-1’2SN(r_NM)-,8nl;(I-~~~-~r( I - NM)-’ cw 
ho1d.s on r,ti. 
Proof. Follows directly from Theorem 2Cl and Proposition 2D1. •I 
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2E. Bogoliubov Transformations 
Given L E E,( d’), we write OL for the unit vector IS,] -IS,. We define a 
linear transformation 8,: PI&?-, PI.%?, setting 
" * BL = OJLG-L, 
where 
i = (1 - py. 
To each a E &’ we assign operators a;(a) and aL(a) of I?,&’ into itself, 
at(a) = a+(t-la) + a(Li-‘a), 
’ aL(a) = (a:(a))* = a+(Li-‘a) + a(i-la). 
We easily compute the commutator 
[a,(a),ai(b)] = (a, b)I, a, b ~2, 
and verify the intertwinings 
dLa+(a) = at(a)dL 
O,a(a) = a,(a)d,. 
(2W 
(2E4 
Pairs of transformations at and aL mapping 3’ into the space of linear 
transformations of I?,&’ are usually called the Bogoliubov transformations 
(cf. [ll]). 
Given L E f,(X), consider the subspace 
3EpL = {ad,: a E.#) 
of PZ’. We define the product fr x f2 X - . . Xf, of any finite number of 
elements of XL setting 
fi xf2 x -.a Xf, = at(a ..-at(a,)lzr,, 
wherefi=(&j)g~forj=1,2 ,..., n. 
From (2El) and (2E2) we can see that the algebra POZL generated 
from A?‘, by the multiplication X, with unit element Q and the scalar 
product of P&‘, constitutes a realization of the Bose algebra of XL. The 
mapping 0,: POX-+ POZL is identical with the P of its restriction 
.a?3 u - (iu)*L E XL to &’ which by virtue of (2E2) constitutes a 
unitary transformation of S’ onto XL. Hence we have 
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PROPOSITION 2El. Given an L E &(S?), the mapping 0, constitutes an 
isomorphism of the Bose algebra I?,.%’ onto the Bose algebra r,Si?‘~ and an 
isometry of I?,.@ into I?.#. 
Proof. As already mentioned while defining the algebra r&‘, (2E2) 
means that 8, is a homomorphism, and hence it is the P of its restriction to 
&‘. Since the restriction is unitary, 8, is an isometry of P,,3Eo into F&‘, and 
hence an isometry of PI&’ into I’&‘. 0 
THEOREM 2E2. For each L E fl( S’), the mapping 0, extends to a 
unitary transformation of lY.Z? onto itself which shall be denoted by the same 
symbol 8,. Moreover, we have 
e; = e-,. P) 
Proof. From Proposition 2El it follows that Or. extends to an isometry 
of I?.%? into itself. However, it is easy to check that for x, y E F,Z we 
have (eLx, y ) = (x, 8-,y ) which means that the adjoint of 0, is also an 
isometry equal to e _ L, and the theorem follows. 0 
Using (2A7) and (2C2), we easily find that for unitary U and an 
L E f r( 2) we have 
rue, = e,,-m. (2W 
PROPOSITION 2E3. For every L E fr(Z) the identity 
0, = (det t-““)a(s_,)r~-‘a+(6,) (2E5) 
ho& on I’,%?,. 
Proof By virtue of (2C4) we have 
sr,r.tls& = (det i112)1, 
and since 8-, transforms I?,&’ onto P,3ELLL, the proposition follows. q 
PROPOSITION 2E4. Let L E E1( 2’). Then S,I',&'c D(6,*), and the 
identity 
a( d,)a+( 6,) = (det i-l) l%-la+( 8,)a( 6,)Pi-l 
holds on IT,.%. 
Proof. From (2E5) and (2C4) we get on PI%‘, 
CLa+(S,) = (det i)-“2S,*l?i-‘. 
(2’36) 
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Since on D(6,*), 6-, coincides with the composition det t1/2s-,ri&z, we 
have as well on D( a,*), 
S,8-, = (det i)“2riSf. 
Joining the two identities, we obtain on r,3Ep, 
(det i)“‘I’~@a+(&) = 6,8-,a+(&,) = (det i)-“2S,S;ri-‘, 
and the proposition follows. •I 
Transformations at(u) and a,(a), a E 2, are well defined for every 
L E E(X). They fulfill Bose commutation rules and are adjoint to each 
other when considered only on lY,X’. Consequently, they admit closures in 
TX. Write DL for the intersection of the domains of the closures of all 
operators aL( a), a E 2’. If L E E,(Z), then 6, E DL, and S, is annihi- 
lated by all operators aL(u). If, however, L does not belong to Ei(&‘), 
there is no element in DL which is annihilated by all aL(a). This means 
that the obtained representation of the Bose commutation relations is not 
unitary equivalent with a representation generated on a Fock space. 
3. CONCERNING THE MTAPLECTIC GROUP 
3A. Symplectic and Conjugate-Linear Mappings 
Given a (complex) Hilbert space 2, ( , ), we shall write .2& for &’ 
considered as a real Hilbert space, and we shall provide Z9 with the real 
scalar product p(x, y) = +((x, y) + (y, x)) and the symplectic form 
4x, Y) = - $i((x, y) - (y, x)) and the principal gauge JO which is the 
operation of multiplication by i. Linear mappings of X9 into itself shall 
always be understood as real linear mappings. 
A linear mapping M: SE9 + .X& is said to be symplectic if it preserves 
the symplectic form a( , ), i.e., if for every pair x, y E S9 we have 
u(x, y) = a(Mx, My). We have the following well-known result: 
PROPOSITION 3Al. A linear mapping M: .@& + X9 is symplectic $it is 
invertible and if the principal gauge intertwines between M-’ and the (real) 
adjoint M’ of M, i.e., 
J,,M’ = M-‘JO. (3Al) 
A symplectic operator J is said to be a gauge if J2 = -I and u(x, Jx) 
> 0 for all 0 = x E .s&. A symplectic real-self-adjoint, non-negative M 
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shall be called a pre-gauge. We have the following simple 
PROPOSITION 3A2. Given two linear operators M and J in 3& such that 
J = J,M. Then J is a gauge if M is a pre-gauge. 
Approximating t ‘/’ by polynomials of t uniformly in finite intervals, we 
produce a standard proof of the following. 
LEMMA 3A3. Every pre-gauge admits the unique square root which is 
again a pre-gauge. 
Further, we have the following. 
LEMMA 3A4. Given a symplectic operator M, the operator U = 
( MM’)-‘/2M is a unitary operator in the complex Hilbert space 2, ( , ). 
Proof Let x, y E &’ and consider z = ( MM’)lj2. Then we have 
P(W Y> = P&f’- lx, z) = p(x, u-‘y> 
which shows that U is an isometry in X9. As composition of symplectic 
operators, U is also a symplectic operator, and any symplectic isometry is 
unitary so that the lemma follows. 0 
THEOREM 3A5. Every symplectic operator M can be uniquely represented 
in the form M = NU, where N is a pre-gauge and U is unitary. 
Proof It is sufficient o take N = (MM’)l12 and U = (MM’-‘/2M and 
apply Lemma 3A4. 0 
For an operator A such that I + A is an invertible operator, we define 
KA = (I - A)(I + A)-‘. 
THEOREM 3A6. Given a pre-gauge N, the operator I + N is a one-to-one 
surjection and KN is a strict contraction from f(S). Conversely, given a strict 
contraction L E &(A?), the operator KL constitutes a pre-gauge. Conse- 
quently, K is a one-to-one subjection of the space of pre-gauges onto strict 
contractions from f(Z). 
Proof Let N be a pre-gauge. Then 
I(I + N)x12 - I(I - N)x12 = 4p(x, Nx) = 41N1’2~12. (3A2) 
Hence I + N is an injection with bounded inverse. Since it is also self- 
adjoint, it must be a surjection. Setting (I + N)-‘y for x in (3A2), we 
obtain 
lyl’ = I(KN)YI~ + 41N’12(1 - N)-‘y12. (3A3) 
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Since I + N is bounded, we have I( I + N)-‘y 1 2 ~1~1 for a positive t and 
all y E &‘, which together with (3A3) yield 
(1 - 4#lrl’ 2 I(~N)v1*~ 
which ascertains that KN is a strict contraction. Since N1’* is a pre-gauge, 
we have N = -JON-1/2J,N1/2 so that 
N = ( N”*Jo - JoN”*)( N’/*J, + JoN1/*) -l. 
Here N’/*JO - JON’/* is conjugate-linear and N1/*JO + JON”* is linear; 
hence N is conjugate-linear. In order to prove the converse, take a con- 
jugate linear L such that L’ = L and llLl[ < 1. The conjugate linearity 
ascertains that J,(I - L) = (I + L) JO which implies that J,KL = 
(KL)-‘Jo, and due to the real self-adjointness of L, KL is real self-adjoint 
as well. Finally, 
KL = (I- L)*(l- L*)-l (3‘44) 
which ascertains the real positivity of KL and concludes the proof. 0 
3B. A Projective Representation of the Subsymplectic Group 
and the Associated Quasi-Free States 
From (2E2) we find that for L E i,(Z) and a E 2, 
O,(a - a*) = (KL) “*a - ((KL)“*a)*8, (3W 
on the domain of the closure of a - a*, so that by taking the exponential 
of both sides, we obtain on 
We observe that (KL) ‘I2 = (I - L),?-* and that by Theorems 3A5 and 
3A6, each symplectic operator M can be written uniquely in the form 
M = U@L)l’*, where U is unitary and L is a strict contraction from 
f(w* 
Let us denote by Sp(X9) the group of all symplectic transformations of 
X9, a( , ) and by Sp,( X9) the subgroup of all M E Sp(.&) such that 
I - M’M is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. We shall call Spl(&) the sub- 
symplectic group. It is easy to check that U(KL)‘/* E Spl(.%&) iff 
L E E,(X). Then we define 
8(M) = We, for M = u(Kzt$‘* E Spl(s9). 
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LEMMA 3Bl. Given a unitary U and L E El(#), we have 
u(KL)“2 = ( tcuLu-‘)1’2u. (3B3) 
Proof. We easily check that U(KL)” = (KULU-‘)“U for every natural 
n, and then we approximate t ‘12, t > 0, uniformly on every interval by 
polynomials P,(t) and observe that=(3B3) is the limit of UP,(KL) = 
P,(KL)u. 0 
Using the lemma, it is easily veritied that for every M E Sp,(Z9) and 
a E A?, we have 
e(M)W,(e(M))-‘= w,,. (3B4) 
Using (3B3) and (2E4), we at once obtain the following identity for 
unitary U and L E &(A”), 
d((KL)“2U) = 8,ru. W) 
PROPOSITION 3B2. Given M E Spr(&) and unitary U, we have 
e(ukf) = rue(M) 
e(hw) = e(bf)ru. (3B6) 
Proof. The first identity follows directly from the definition of 8, and 
the second identity follows from (3B5). 0 
PROPOSITION 3B3. Given M E Sp,(&$), we have 
(e(M))-l = e(it-1). (3 w 
Proof. Let M = U(KL) ‘I2 Using Theorem 2E2 and Proposition 3B2, 
we obtain 8(M-‘) = ~((KL)“/~U-‘) = e(K - L)1/21V-1 = B-,IT1 = 
(ruep = (e(M))-1. 
THEOREM 3B3 (cf. [15, 20, 9, 5, 211). The function B from Spt(%&) into 
the group 9(r.X) of all unitary operators in I’.%’ constitutes a projective 
representation of the group Sp,( &&) into the group a( I?.#), i.e., there exists 
a function c: Spl(Z9) X Sp,( A?&) + S1 called the cocycle associate with I3 
such that for each pair M,, M2 E Sp,(Z&), we have 
fl(MG42) = @I, M2)W4#3042). 
Proof. Due to the irreducibility of W,, the proof amounts to the 
standard application of Schur’s lemma by use of the intertwining (3B4). q 
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From (3B7) it follows immediately that for all A4 E SP,(~~), 
c(M, M-l) = 1. (3B8) 
Using (3B8) for A4 = M,M,, we obtain (a( M;lM< l))-l = ll( M,M,) which 
for all Ml, M2 yields 
c( M;l, Ml-’ ) = (c(M,, M,))-‘. (3B9) 
Since O(( M,M,) M3) = O( Ml( M2M3)), we have for Ml, M2, M3 E Sp,( XT), 
+W’4, M,)c(M,, 4) = c(M,, M,M,)c( M2, M,) (3BlO) 
and since it follows from (3B6) that c(U, M) = c(M, U) = 1 for each pair 
M E Spr(.&) and unitary U, malting suitable substitutions for M,, M2, 
and M3 in (3BlO), we easily obtain for unitary U and M, N E Spl(.&) the 
identities 
c(UM, N) = c(M, NU) = c(MU, U-‘N) = c(M, N), (3Bll) 
which indicate how cocycles are dependent on the left and right cosets 
modulo unitary transformations. 
Connections with quasi-free states (cf. [l, 4, 201) is obtained by assigning 
to each N = M-l E Spt(~&) the unit vector o(N) = e(N)0 and inducing 
the pure state 
5,(B) = (o(M-‘1, BO(M-l)), (3B12) 
where B runs over the algebra O(r.#) of bounded operators on r.#‘. For 
a E &‘, we have 
t,,,(W,) = (e(M-l)B, W,O(M-‘)) = (0, WMg) = exp - $lMal*, 
and setting M = Us/*, we obtain 
&AW,) = exp - +(a, (KL)a) (3B13) 
which shows that restricted to the C*-algebra which is generated by all W,, 
the state <,,., is a quasi-free state depending only on the left cosets of 
Spl(&&) modulo the unitary subgroup. Moreover, from (3B4) we can see 
that each B(M) implements a quasi-free automorphism F,, where for 
B E &‘(r%‘) we set 
F,B = B(M)BB(M-l). 
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Take an M E Sp(2$). Approximating M in the strong sense by a 
sequence {M,} c Sp,( %&), we observe that for every a E 2, the sequence 
tMn( W,) converges to 
5,(W,) E exp - $~(a, (KL)~), (3B14) 
where M = U(KL)~/~ and L E f(Z). Since W,, a E H, are total in 
.G’( I?&‘), {S, } converges on ?+Y( I.%‘) to a quasi-free state tw with values 
on W, given by (3B14). 
4. THE $-PICTURE AND THE SEGAL REALIZATION 
4A. The Normal Ordering and the Operator II/ 
Let 2, - be a Hilbert space with conjugation and let A,, A,, . . . , A, 
denote operators I&’ which are either a+(a) or a(u) for a = 
a,, a 2, . . . , ak E 2. We define the normal ordered (Wick ordered) product 
:A,A,... A,: = AjAj,. . . A, choosing the permutation (ji, j,, . . . , j,) in 
such a way that operators a+(a) are always on the left side of operators 
a(b). Then for a polynomial 2 = ZiAl,iA2,i.. . A,,,i we define 
:Z: = Zi:A,,iA2,i... A,,,i:. 
Z is said to be in the normal form if Z = : Z:. 
To every f E r,X’ we assign the operator f$: r,,X-, r&, setting 
f\t = :W(a+(a,) + a(if,),...,a+(a,) + a(ii,)):, 
where W( zl, . . . , zk) is a polynomial of k variables such that f = 
wa,, . - * 7 u,J. It is easy to verify that f# depends only on f and not on 
the choice of the polynomial W and that f# commute for different 
f E I?,,&‘. Since a, b E r&, we have 
(fh, b) = (a, f@), @Al) 
the closure of f# exists and will be denoted by the same symbol. 
We introduce in I?,,.%?’ the $-multiplication defining the #-product of 
f, g E r,.e 
It is easy to see that the multiplication # is both commutative and 
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associative. In order to verify the Leibnitz formula 
a*(fhd = (a*fNg + fJl(a*d @A4 
for a E .%? and f, g E co&‘, it is sufficient to take f = b” for b E 2 and 
check that for X = b + b*, we have 
(p:X”; = n(u, b):X”-‘:+:X”:a*, W3) 
and then apply Proposition 1Bl. Observe that by (2A3) we have on I’,+?, 
a+(b)iI_* = 6?(b#). W4) 
PROPOSITION 4Al. The transformation S!’ changes the #-product into the 
usual product of I?&‘, i.e., 
for each pair f, g E I?,,.@‘. 
Proofi By virtue of Proposition 1Bl it is sufficient o show that for every 
b E 2 and every natural m we have on I,+?, 
Gf(b”S//) = (LVb”‘)E (4A6) 
We shall prove this by induction. Observe first that the case m = 1 
corresponds to (4A4). Then, assume that (4A6) holds for all m $ n. Using 
(4A3), we obtain 
b’+v = b(b”#) + (b”$)b* = b$(b”#) - n(b, b)(b”-$). 
Applying 6: to this identity and using (4A6) for m = n, m = 1, and 
n - 1, we obtain 
6_*(b”+v) = (b(6Zb”) - n(b, b)(Sib”-‘))a?. 
Now, using (4A4) on 6?( b”+l) = 61(b( b”)), we arrive at the right side of 
this identity, and the proof is concluded. 0 
Setting X = a+(u) + a(Z) for an arbitrary a E 9, we have on I’,,9 
(expu)# = nton!p’:Xn: = expa+(u)expa(Z) (4A7) 
and using the simple Campbell-Hausdorff-Baker identities, we easily ex- 
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tend it over I’,&’ so that for b E 2’ we have 
(exp a)$(exp b) = exp(Z, b)exp( a + b). W8) 
This way the whole Ii2 becomes an algebra relative to the new #-product. 
It is easy to verify that (4A5) extends over I,&‘. In particular, we have on 
I-12, 
a’(exp b)S_* = S?exp(b$). (4A9) 
Observe that for orthogonal subspaces X, Bc&‘, we have 
fdJg = fg (4AlO) 
for f E r,X and g E I’$?. It is sufficient to check (4AlO) on elements of 
the form a”exp b, a, b E 2. 
Introducing in I,.%’ a new scalar product (8 _* *, 6: . ), preserving the 
original base X, and taking 4 for multiplication, we obtain a Bose algebra 
with the same vacuum 0. We shall call this Bose algebra the #-picture of 
r-,x. 
Observe that a( S -) = 6 _* constitutes an isomorphism of the #-picture of 
I’&’ onto r,+? itself. We shall call a(K) the canonical isomorphism of the 
algebras. 
Given a unitary operator A: .%?+ .# commuting with the conjugation, 
the I’A: I&‘-’ I,&’ coincides with the I’ of A taken relative to the 
#-picture of I’,+‘. Indeed, we easily verify that for f, g E TO.%? we have 
ow(fkd = mf hw4d. (4All) 
Identity (1Cl) provides the normal form of dlX It is natural to ask what 
should be the normal form for exp d IA. Since in the rest of this paper we 
shall be concerned with A’s which admit bases of eigenvectors, we shall 
provide the proof for the normal form of exp d rA only for such A. 
PROPOSITION 4A2. Given u linear operator A in .z? admitting u basis of 
eigenvectors, we have on I’,@g A, 
:exp dl?A: = r(I -t A), (4A12) 
where the left side denotes :exp CF-l( AeJez:, { e, } constitutes an orthonor- 
mu1 basis of eigenvectors, and eig A denotes the subspuce spanned by eigen- 
vectors of A. 
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In order to prove this result, we need the following 
LEMMA 4A3. Given a,, b,, . . . , a,,,, b,,,, x E 2, we have 
Pruoj The left side of (4A13) is equal to 
ion!-‘:( g ajb,+)‘:xk 
j=l 
,)aj + x 
n-o 
Substituting 
n!(j,! . . . j,)-‘a? 
jl+ ‘.. +j,=n 
b*ix’ = r!(r -j)!-‘(b, X)&Z-~ 
0 
k 
I- 
. . a.$b:il. 
for j 2 r 
otherwise, 
(4A13) 
b*j,,k m . 
(4A14) 
we arrive at the desired result. 0 
Proof of Proposition 4A2. Since (d rA)“ey = (tjeje,? )“e,?, where 
Aej = tjej, we get for x from the span of {e,, . . . , e,} 
exp(dI’A)xk = exp 
so that applying (4A13) to the right side, we get 
:exp(drA):xk = ((A + I)x)~, 
and the proposition follows. 0 
4B. The rl/-Evaluation 
To every f E I,%’ and every x E .%’ we assign the +value f(x) of f in 
x setting 
f(x) = (Sirf)[x] = (expx,S!f). W) 
As the usual evaluation is multiplicative and S? is an isomorphism 
turning the #-product into the usual product, the #-evaluation is G-multi- 
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plicative; i.e., for any pair f, g E I,&’ we have 
(fW(x) = f(xMx). w-9 
We shall need the following easy formula. Given f E I,# and a, b E 3?, 
we have 
ru + b) = (u*f)(fu + b). ww 
We shall adopt the following notation subject to a fixed conjugation -. 
We write H for the real part of 2’. Furthermore, we write (.%‘, -) for the 
family of all finite-dimensional subspaces of 2’ closed relative to the 
conjugation. Then, given X or Xn E (2, -), we shall write K or K, 
for their real parts, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 4Bl. Given XE (2, -) and f, g E TX, we have 
- (f, g> = C%- (1’2)dimK/“f(x) g(x)e-(‘/*)1”1* dKx, (4B4) 
where d,x relates to the L.ebesgue integration over K, normalized with respect 
to the norm in K. 
Proof. Write (f, g)’ for the scalar product on the right side of (4B4) 
and let J,f(x) = (d/dt)f(tb + x),=,, so that we have a,f(x) = (b*f)(x) 
for x E H. Then we have 
(bf >(x> = (x9 b)f(x) - @*f j(x) = (x9 b)f(x) - %f(x). (4B5) 
Integrating (f, b*g) by parts and using this relation, we obtain for f, g E 
I,# and b E 2’ the identity (f, b*g)’ = (bf, g)’ which ascertains that 
the adjoints to the multiplication by an element of X relative to the two 
scalar products coincide. Since the scalar products are identical on 3’ and 
the multiplication by elements of 2’ generates the whole r,,&‘, the proposi- 
tion follows. 0 
Observe that defining for f E Iy% 
(6-Y f > = ~($2,7 f >, 
we obtain 
(6-9f) =f(O) 
whmh shows that the linear functional (a-, f >, f E ~l~~ provides the 
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Dirac S. Consequently, (4Bl) can be interpreted 
f(x) = ptx -Y)f(Y) 
as the well-known relation 
In the language of “Gaussian elements,” the interpretation of 6- as the 
infinite-dimensional Dirac delta was considered also by the authors of [7] 
(unpublished notes). 
4C. The Real Wave Representation of Segal 
Following the standard procedure, we introduce the Gaussian measure 
pre-supported by H and with density exp - : ]xl* as follows. First we 
define H-S enlargements of H as Hilbert spaces H, ( , )- which contain 
H as a dense linear subset such that the identical injection is a 
Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Given XE (2, -), we write fiK for the con- 
tinuous extension of pK over E? with values in K. If such an extension 
exists, we call I? suitable for pK. There always exists an H-S enlargement 
which is finer than a given H-S enlargement and which is suitable for an 
a priori given sequence of projections { pK, }. Given an H-S enlargement 
I?, we consider in fi the u-field induced by all p;‘(B), where B is a Bore1 
set in K and fi is suitable for pK. Then we define 
yo( P,‘(B)) = (2m)-(“2)~mK/exp - i]x]‘d,x. 
E 
It can be shown that yO extends to a measure yH over the u-field of Bore1 
sets of any fixed H-S enlargement of H and that for two comparable 
enlargements, the obtained measures are identical (cf. [18]). 
Given an f E I,%‘, there always exists a XE (&‘, -) such that f ( pKx) 
= f(x) for all x E H, and we can find an H-S enlargement suitable for pK 
such that fix) = f ( pKx) constitutes the continuous extension of f(x) over 
the enlargement. Then for any pair f, g E I?,2 and some K we have 
(1/2)dim K/Kfog( X)e-(‘/*)1x12 dKx (4Cl) 
which by virtue of (4B4) gives 
Hence, each f E I,.%?’ induces a class of extensions f” which provides an 
element of L2(yH) and which shall be denoted by T,,f. Consequently, we 
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have the isometry 
THEOREM 4Cl. The isometty rO extends to a unitary transformation r of 
l?.# onto L2(yn). 
Proof. The existence of the extension follows directly from (4C2) and 
the unitarity from the fact that rJO&’ is dense in L2(yH). The latter 
amounts to the well-known fact stating that for each XE (2, -), the 
polynomials are dense in L2(yK). 0 
It follows from (4B3) that on r,# we have for each a E 3cp the 
intertwinings 
7a* = 7a(a) = aor, W) 
where for F E 7rIX we define a,F = (d/dt)F(ta + . )(+ and 
78+(a) = (( . , a) - az)7, w4 
where ( . , a) denotes the operator of multiplication by ( . , a). Observe 
that from the above intertwinings we get 
w-5) 
which says that the operator a#, a E A?, is unitary equivalent to the 
operator of multiplication by the coordinate function ( . , a) acting on 
Trl.e. 
Given X3 (A?, -) and a continuous extension jK of the projection pK 
over an H-S enlargement of H, the set BE%, where B is a Bore1 set in K, 
shall be called a cylinder set with a base in K. 
PROPOSITION 4C2 (cf. [12]). Consider a closed linear subspace 9? of 2’. 
Write V(G) for the smallest yn-complete a-field generated by all the cylinder 
sets pKIB, where K runs through real parts of XE (‘3, -) and B through all 
Bore1 subsets of the respective K. Let p9 denote the orthogonal projection of &’ 
onto 59. Then 
constitutes the operator of conditional expectation relative to the a-field V(G). 
Proof We cheek that Trpyr -’ fulfUls all the properties that char- 
acterize a conditional expectation and that on Tr&’ it conditions to V(G). 
Hence the proposition holds. 0 
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by checking that the right side of the equality constitutes an orthogonal 
projection in L2(yH) with the same image as TI’~~T-~. 
In what follows we shall write (( , ))H for the scalar product in L*( yH). 
PROPOSITION 4C3. For a normal trace-class T E A?(#, -) such that 
T + T* + I > 0, consider L = (I + T)-‘T-E f,(Z). Then 
(d,)(x) = det(l+ T)“*exp - $(x”, TX) W6) 
for x E l?, where I? denotes the completion of the real part H of 2’ with 
respect to the norm ((TT*)‘/* * , 
extension of ( + , T . ) over I?. 
o), and ( -I, T * ) denotes the continuous 
First we prove a special case which we formulate as the following 
LEMMA. For finite dimensional T, the proposition holds. 
Proof of the Lemma. 
an orthonormal system 
respective eigenvalues. 
tj + ij + 1 > 0, 
Let T = Cj”,,tj(ej, .)ej, where e,, . . . , e, is 
of real eigenvectors of T and t,, . . . , t, are the 
Due to (4AlO) we have for sj = tj(l + tj)-‘, 
n 
r exp - 4 C sjeT J = ,l-Jr(exp - +sjef). 
i 
\ n 
j-l 
Hence, to verify the lemma, it is sufficient to check the one-dimensional 
case, i.e., the equality 
r ( exp - +t(l + t)-le*) = (1 + t)“*exp - tt( :, e)’ 
for t + i + : > 0 and e = 1, where ( 7, e) denotes the continuous 
extension of ( . , e) over an H-S enlargement of H. In order to 
verify this one-dimensional case, it is sufficient to find the expansion of 
exp - :I( 7, e)* in ,(em), m = 0, 1,2,. . . . We compute 
((exp - 5( “, e>‘, 7(em))>H 
= (1 + t)-“*re*j2j!-y-;t)j(l + t>-’ for m = 2 j (4c7) 
0 otherwise. 
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This can be achieved by explicit computation of the one-dimensional 
integral on the left side. One can also employ (lA3) to find that 
(:c. ,e>*y = (;(7e,‘)” = (ge + e*)$) 
= +!io( -y)( -:/zjl( :ji!-l(-l)x-‘(:r?)j~, 
and thus 
= ,lfili -ii2)( -;“)-‘( r)j!-‘(-l)“-‘(ie’)’ for m = 2j 5 2k, 
otherwise, 
which by use of the identity 
- l/2 i 1 j (1 + +l’*-j = ; ( -y)( ;)e j 
yields (4C7). From (4C7) we get 
exp - it{ 7, e)* = (1 + t)-l’* f j!-‘( - $t(l + t)-l)jr(e*j) 
j=O 
= (1 + t))l’*r(exp - +t(l + t)-ie*) 
which concludes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Proof of Proposition 4C3. Write T = C~sP-tn(en, .)e,, where {e,} is 
the sequence of real eigenvectors of T and {t,} is the sequence of corres- 
ponding eigenvalues. Denote by p,, the orthogonal projection of &’ 
onto the subspace spanned by vectors e,, . . . , e,, write T, = p,,T and 
L, = (I + T,)-‘T;. In view of Proposition 4C2, the sequence { ~I’p,6,} = 
{ raL, } constitutes a square integrable martingale which converges point- 
wise to det( I + T)‘/*exp - $(Tx , x), x E H. Hence it converges to the 
function also in L2(yH). On the other hand, 6,” converges in IX to 6,, 
and applying the lemma, we arrive at the desired result. 0 
Given c E PZ’, we can easily express c[z], z E X’, by means of the 
function rc. Since 
(r(expz))(x) = exp - $(5, z)exp(l, z), 
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(4C8) 
Take T E .%?,(A?, -). We have 
(I’P)[z] = c[Tz] = exp - $(T*z, Z)/n(rr)(x)-exp(T*, x, z),(dx), 
and since 
exp - $(T*z, 2) = S+[z], 
we obtain the Pettis integral 
rT*c = 8+ ti(Tc)(x)(wexpTtx)yH(dx), J W) 
where -exp T*x denotes the continuous extension of exp T*x over the 
completion I? of (H, 1 T* . I). 
It is easy to see that while the left side of (4C9) converges to c when T 
approaches the identity, the right side of (4C8) cannot be explicitly inter- 
preted for T = I due to the fact that 6- does not exist in I..%@ (cf. [19]). 
Observe that for f E r,S’ we have 
Jib + iYlYfk?Y) = /( r - Wpx*f bh&r) 
= (o,s12(r - i)(expx*f)) = f(x) 
which in view of Fubini’s theorem gives the identity 
Tf = / “f [-+ iYlYHb!Y) (4ClO) 
for all f E Ii&‘. As an easy consequence, we obtain a formula for the 
Fourier-Wiener transformation 
(r - 9ft-4 = Jf [ix - YIY~Y) 
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which differs from that of Segal [13]. Using the identity 
f(2112x + iy) = ( r21128f (exp iy)*f)(x) 
which holds for f E I,.#‘, we can obtain the version from [13], 
((r - iIf) = /.f(21/2x + bh&W. (4Cll) 
Due to the factor 21i2, the integral on the right side of (4Cll) cannot be 
considered for all f E I&‘. However, at least for f E I?,.# the identity 
(4Cll) holds. 
4D. Extensions of the #-Product 
We shall need the following result of Nelson [12]. 
THEOREM 4Dl. Given x E A$” and y E Zorn, we have 
Ix#yl s 3(1’2)(m+n)]x] JyJ. (4Dl) 
In order to prove this, we employ 
PROPOSITION 4D2. Given a E &’ and a natural number k, to evev E > 0 
there corresponds a 6 > 0 such that for each tuple (a,, . . . , a,) of pairwise 
orthogonal vectors such that a = a, + - * - + a,,,, 
where 
maxIail < S implies ldk) - ukl -c E, 
and the sum is extended over all the diferent tuples (rl, . . . , r,), rj = 0, 1, 
such that rI + a-. +r,,, = k. 
Verification of Proposition 4D2, which is rather elementary, is left to the 
reader. 
Proof of Theorem 4Dl. From the Schwarz inequality we get ]xJIy 1’ 5 
] x$x ] ]ylC, y 1, and thus (4Dl) follows if it can be proved for x = y, i.e., if we 
can prove that for x E A$“, 
Ixlc/xl $ 3”]x12. (4 w 
For any given natural m, write 1, for the set of all m-tuples, 
i = (iI,..., i,) of natural numbers, all ii,. . . , i, pairwise different. Due to 
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Proposition 4D2 it is sufficient o verify (4D2) for 
x = C ti, ei, ei=e. . ..ei. 9 n 
iEI, 
where ti = til,,,,,; is symmetric and e,, e2,. . . 
Due to the symmkry of fi, we obtain 
is a real orthonormal system. 
x+x = Ztitkei#e = Ztitk( eilek, + i,, k,~) . . . ( ei,ek, + ain, *.D) 
where ti,k = lil ,._., i,,kl ,... k _ v ’ n, l/2 
Since for a E&‘~ we have Ia21 5 (u12, we obtain 
Ix+x12 = :o( r)21 if;, ( k:e ti,kek)2i2 
n / 
< i(r)’ c 
li 1 
=I 
j=O kcI,- 
< i 1'2" 
= 
(I( )I( j=O ’ J 
Ii 
2 
and the theorem holds. •I 
As a trivial consequence, we obtain the following 
CCIROLLARY 4D3. The #-product extends ouer the whole I’,& in such a 
way that it is continuous from 2” ~2’” into .sI?~‘~ for each pair m, n of 
non-negative integers. 
We shall write (TX)+ for the intersection of all domains D(g$) of 
closed operators glc, for g running over PO&‘. Then, given f E (r.X’),, we 
define the operator f# on I?,& setting simply ft+bg = gJ/f for every 
g E ro.s. 
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PROPOSITION 4D4. For T E .c?&( 2’; -) we have &.-E (TX),, and the 
following identity holdr on I?,,&‘: 
ST-+ = a,-l?(I - T)Q-= a+(&)r(l - T)a(b,-). (4D3) 
Proof. Given a E S’, we have from (2A3) on T,X, 
+(a$) = (a + ((I - T*)z)*) s;-. ( w 
Applying T(I - T) on both sides of (4D4), we get 
lY(I - T) &?-(a#) = (a - Ta + Z*)I’(l- T) S;-, 
so that by iterating and applying a+(&-), we get for each n, 
6,-l-(1 - T) S;.-(a$)“~ = ~?,-(a - Ta + Q*)“B. (4W 
The dual of (4D4) with a substituted for a and T for T* yields 
(a+)a+(6,) = a+(&-)(a - Ta + a*), 
so that by iterating and evaluating in 0, we get 
(a+)“+= &-(a - Ta + a*)%. 
Joining this identity with (4D5) and observing that (a$)% for a running 
through .I# and n = 0,1,2,. . . , span r,,X’, and that (all/)V+= 
(( a\l/)%)@r-, we arrive at the desired result. •I 
Let dti(.%‘, -) denote the set of all trace-class operators T E 9(&‘, -) 
such that T + T* 2 0. For such T we shall write briefly aeT for the 
operator T(I + T)-l. 
COROLLARY 4D5. Given T E s8,(&‘, -), the following identity hola3 on 
r-,x, 
det(1 + T)-‘/2a+(S,T)T(l + T)-lS&..-= T-‘exp - $( 7, T. )T. 
(4W 
Proof. Given f E l-a&’ we get from (4B2) 
(4)~~r) = +Wf )9 
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so that using (4C6), we find that on I,,.#’ we have 
S,,-\c/ = det(1 + T)“*r-‘exp - :( 7, T. )T, 
and applying (4D3), we obtain the desired result. 0 
5. CERTAIN EXPONENTIAL MAPS AND MARKOVIAN SEMIGROUPS 
IN THE NORMAL-ORDERED FORM 
5A. A Relation between S,# and 9, 
We start this section with a lemma concerning essential self-adjointness 
of certain special operators. 
LEMMA 5Al. Let A be a densely deJined linear operator with domain 
D(A) in a Hilbert space 9”. We assume that A admits the adjoint on a domain 
which contains D(A) and that D(A) can be written as the union of an 
ascending sequence (0, } of closed subspaces of X invariant with respect to 
A. Then, given an ascending sequence {DO, , } such that D,,, n is dense in D,, 
for n = 1,2, . . . , the union U~=rD,,, n is a core for A*A. 
Proof It is clear that A is continuous on every D, so that (I + A*A)D, 
is dense in D,,, and due to the continuity, (I + A*A)D,, n is dense in D, for 
each n. This implies that (I + A*A)UT’O,,D,,, n is dense in 3, and the lemma 
follows. 0 
Let us write #m for the linear span of &‘/ j = 0, 1, . . . , m. From (2B3) 
it follows that given L E S,(Z), the product 6,x extends over the whole 
tim and that the operation 
is continuous. Hence the adjoint 82 maps continuously Xm into &$,. 
Similarly, given a bounded linear operator B in %, the closure of rB, 
which we denote by the same symbol, maps continuously .%& into 2,. 
Consequently, we have verified the following 
PROPOSITION 5A2. Given L E i,(X) and a bounded linear B in S, the 
operator FBS? maps continuously each 3& into itself. 
As a consequence of Proposition 5A2 and Lemma 5A1, we get 
THEOREM 5A3. Let B be a bounded linear operator in &’ and let 
T E gl(.&‘, -) commute with B. In what follows, let 9,,, be a dense linear 
subset of .%$ 9,,, c 9,,,+1 for m = 1,2,. . . . Then the operator S,-I’B*BST- 
is essentially self-adjoint on Uz,,9,,,. 
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Proof. In Lemma 5A1, let A = I’B@, D,, = .2Q and DO, n = 9,,. Due 
to Proposition 5A2, all the requirements of the lemma are fuhilled, and the 
theorem follows. q 
Observe that for a contraction A E .%?(&‘, -) commuting with 
T E 3?!1(~, -), we have on I,#, 
I’Aa+( a,-) = a+( aAzT-) TA, 
a( 6,) r’A* = I’A*a( aAzT-). 
(5AI) 
PROPOSITION 5A4. Let R E B(&‘, -) be a self-adjoint Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator and consider L E E,(.%‘, -), L-= iR(I + iR)-‘. Then on r,%’ we 
have 
&I’( KiR)l/* = (det ,?12)&#. w4 
Proof. The proposition is an immediate consequence of (2A7) and 
(2C2). 0 
COROLLARY 5A5. Evey transformation 9(M), M E Sp,(Y&j, can be 
obtained as the composition of operators of the form rU and (det L1/2)S,#, 
where U is unitary and L is as described in Proposition 5A4. 
Proof. Given N E E,(X’, -), we set R2 = N2(1 - N2)-l. Then it is 
easy to find a unitary U such that N = ULU-I and L-= iR(I + iR)-‘. 
Applying (2E4), we then obtain 0, = IV-‘f?,IW, and the corollary follows. 
0 
5B. The Transformation q 
Let &i(&‘, -) denote the family of all normal Hilbert-Schmidt oper- 
ators from .%‘(.x?, -) such that T + F 2 0. Observe that &‘r(&‘, -) is 
closed with respect to the operation of the pointwise addition of the 
operators. 
LEMMA 5Bl. Given commuting S, T E dl( 2, -) and f, g E I?&‘, we 
have 
= det((1- ST(I + S)-‘)(I + T)-1)-1’2(f,8~~S+T)-~g). (5Bl) 
Proof. We use (4D3) and then (2Dl) with M-= XT*, N-= seS, f 
substituted by I(1 + S*)-‘6,*,-f, and g by I’(1 + T)-%3.&-g. 0 
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In the case where S and T are trace-class, we have 
det(Z - ST(Z + S)-‘(I + T)-‘) 
= det(Z + S + T)det(Z -f S)-‘det(Z + T)-‘, 
so that writing for T E z~?~,(#‘, -)
\k(T) = det(Z + T)-1’26,,-# 
= det(Z + T) -““a’(S,,-)I’(Z + T)-‘a(S,,-) 
provides an operator from I,.%@ into I.#. By Lemma 5Bl we easily obtain 
PROPOSITION 5B2. Given commuting S, T E dtr(A@, -), we have for 
f, g E r,.%’ the identity 
P’(p)f, ‘%%) = (f, ‘I’@ + T)g)- 0 (5B2) 
Directly from the definition we get 
P(T)f, g> = (f, +(%z), (5B3) 
and from (5A2) it easily follows that for each trace-class self-adjoint 
R E 9(X, -) and L-= iR(Z + iR)-’ we have 
\k( iR) = det( KiR)““e,I’( KiR)li2 (5B4) 
which verifies 
PROPOSITION 5B3. For each trace-class elfadjoint R E .%9(.X, -) the 
operator \k(iR) extends to a unitary transformation of r.% which shall be 
denoted by the same symbol. 
Let r&g T denote the subalgebra of I,&’ generated by the unit 0 and 
all the eigenvectors of T. 
PROPOSITION 5B4. For each T E JI+‘~,(&‘, -) the operator \k(T) is essen- 
tially normal on roeig T. Let us denote its closure by the same symbol. Then, 
writing T = S + iR, where both S and R are self-adjoint, we have S, iR E 
~8~,( 2, -), and we get the polar decomposition 
‘I’(T) = \k(iR)‘I’(S). (5B5) 
ProojI Using Theorem 5A3, we first find that \k(S) is essentially self- 
adjoint on I&g T. Then the unitarity of \k( iR) guarantees that \k(iR)\k( S) 
is essentially normal on T&g T, and (5B2) together with (5B3) shows that 
(5B5) holds, which concludes the proof. q 
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From Proposition 5B4 we obtain at once the following 
COROLLARY 5B5. For T E zfW(&‘, -), the operator S,,lc, is essentially 
normal on p&g T. 
Assign to a normal T E 9,(X’, -) the operator 
Then 
R = (m*)l/*( I - TT*) -I/*. (W 
liR(I + iR)-‘xl = ITxl, 
and there exists a unitary U E 9(&‘, -) commuting with R such that 
Since 
T = iR(I + iR)-‘U*. 
T-= U((I + iR)-‘iR-)U-‘, (5B7) 
we obtain from (2J34) and (5B4), 
eT-= rUe(l+iR)-‘;R-rU-l W) 
which yields 
PROPOSITION 5B6. To every T E J&‘~~(%‘, -) there corresponds an R 2 0 
commuting with the conjugation, and unitary V,, V, E .G@( 3, -) such that 
8,-= I’V$(iR)I’F/,. 
The relation (5B4) explains the necessity of considering \k(iR) only for 
trace-class R. However, by (5B4) 
det( KiR) -““\k(iR) = ru-18,r(KiR)1/2ru, 
so that the renormalization 
ren\k(iR) = det(KiR)-“4\k(iR) 
can be defined for a Hilbert-Schmidt R. Thus, for commuting R,, R, we 
get 
ren\k(iR,)ren%(iR,) = qR,,Rzren\k(i(R1 + R2)), 
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TV,, R, = det( KiRIKiR;%i( R, + R,))1’4. 
5C. The Operators V: and e; 
Consider T E -c4,(%‘, -) with an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors {e,} 
and corresponding eigenvalues { t, }. Define on I?,&’ 
-‘?‘; = E t,(e,$)’ = (h,-)rl/ + (tr T)I 
n=l 
= (hT-) + h$-+ 2N+ (tr T)I. W) 
Using (lC6) and (lC7), we can easily prove that for f E r,.%’ we have 
le+jlm 5 (tr(TP)“‘)(l + 2(1/2)(m+1))(flm+2 w3 
which ascertains the continuity of 6: in 9(X’) and then the existence of 
its continuous extension over Y”(Z) which we shall denote by the same 
symbol. Take the H-S enlargement H of H which is the completion of H 
with respect to the norm ((TT)l12x, x). Since on H we have 
(x, TX) = E t,,(x, e,J2, 
n=l 
on T,Z we get from (4C5) 
+= -(-,T.)r (5C3) 
which trivially extends over 9(X’). Hence we have 
PROPOSITION 5Cl. Considered on 9’(X), the_ operator e; is unitaT 
equivalent with the operator of multiplication by - ( * , T * ) considered on 
r9y.x). 
Similarly, we consider 
03 = it t,(enG)2 
n=l 
where 
(5C4) 
e+ = a+(e) - a(Z) = ri(-ie)#r - i. (5C5) 
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Since 
Tie2 = V21Yi T T , 
the operators are t$tary equivalent, and it is sufficient to investigate only 
one of them, say 0:. We have 
THEOREM 5C2. The operator +$ is essentially normal on U~=,,roXn,, 
where {X”} is an arbitrary ascending sequence of spaces from (2, -) such 
that Urm,,,Xn is dense in X’. 
ProoJ: Since UF=,,r& is dense in 9(X,! provided with norms 1 . lm, 
m = 1,2,..., it is sufficient to show that 0, is essentially normal on 
9’(X) or, equivalently, that the operator of multiplication by a ( . , T * ) is 
essentially normal on 79’(X). For that we shall need the following 
LEMMA. Consider a function g E L1(yH). if jHg(x)h(x)y,(ds) exists 
and is equal to zero for all h E rS( H), then g = 0. 
Proof. For each XE (2, -) and h E 79’(Z) such that h 0 pk = h, we 
have 
where gK(x) = JGYKg(x + y)ypWK(dy) and i? - K denotes an H-S en- 
largement of the real orthogonal complement H - K of K in H. 
Since all f 0 pK, where f E 9(K) are in Y(X), we get g,(x) = 0 
almost everywhere on K. Take now the sequence { K, } corresponding to 
the sequence {X,} of Theorem X2. It is easy to see that in view of 
Proposition 4C2, the sequence {g 
But all g, 
Kn 0 pK, } is a martingale convergent o g. 
0 pK, are almost everywhere zero, and the lemma follows. q 
Proof of Theorem 5C2. Moving the problem over to L1(yH) by use of 
Proposition 5C1, we are bound to prove that the adjoint to the operator of 
multiplication by f, f(x) = (x- , TX), x E fi, with domain r9’(~!?) is the 
operator of multiplication by f on its natural domain. This exactly means 
that given g,, g, E L2(yH) such that jQ(j,f - &)gdyH exists and is 
equal to zero for all g E 79’(X) implies g, = fg,. But g,f E L1(yH). 
Hence g,f - g, E L1(yH) as well, and using the lemma, we arrive at the 
desired result. q 
Hence the closure of the operator 6; considered on I,,&’ is unitary 
equivalent to the operator of multiplication by - -( . , T . ) in L2(yH) 
considered on its natural domain of existence, i.e., the domain D(e;) of 
the closed operator 6; is the image by 7-l of the natural domain of the 
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operator of the multiplication by S ( . , T. ), and on that domain we have 
-ir; = r-l-( . , T. )r. W) 
Since 6: + (ir;)* = +$+p, for T + T* 2 0 the operator $6: is the 
generator of a contractive semigroup exp tie:, and due to (5C6) we have 
exp t$e,” = T-‘exp - it-( * , T. )r, W) 
which in view of (4D6) yields 
\k(tT) = exp$t+;. W) 
And applying (5B2), we obtain 
THEOREM 923. The transformation q maps the additive semigroup 
JP’~,( &‘, -) into the group of contractions of SJ( FS’) in such a way that for 
commuting S, T E AY~,(&‘, -) we have 
\k(S + T) = ?Tr(S)\k(T) 
and such that for every T E Jipu( 2, -), \k( tT), t 2 0, constitutes the normal 
form of the contraction semigroup exp$te; 
:c;. cl 
with the injkitesimal generator 
From (5B4) we can easily see that in the case of a self-adjoint 
R f .sx?~,(X, -), the semigroups \k(itR) extend to unitary groups repre- 
senting a class of exponential functions of the metaplectic group. 
It is obvious that setting 
we get 
(P(T) = I’i\k(T)lY - i, 
Q(T) = exp$v$ = det(Z + T)-“za+(S-,,-)I’(Z + T)-‘a(S-,,-I. 
(5C9) 
Let T E &,J 8’, -) fi STr( 2, -). Applying (2D7) to a( S-)a+( S _ r-), we 
obtain on I’,S’ the intertwining 
cP(T)G_* = S?a+(&,), (5ClO) 
and then, applying the Fourier transformation ITi, we get 
S_*+(T) = a+(&,-)S_*. (5Cll) 
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Here 6_* is the canonical isomorphism of the $-picture of I&’ onto IY,X 
itself, and consequently (5ClO) and (X11) show how the operators O(T) 
and a+(&) look in the #-picture of I’@. 
6. DISCUSSION 
The operator 0,, L E E,(Z) intertwines the number operator N of the 
algebra I,.#’ and the number operator 
JCL= EJYL,n, 
n-1 
of the algebra I& of 2E, where NL, n = a+(en)aL(en). Choosing the 
orthonormal basis {e,} in such a way that Le, = t,,e,,, we obtain the 
vacuum oL of I’,+%YL in the form 
where nL, ,, = (1 - lt,l*)exp - :t,ei. 
Considered in I’.#‘, XL is a hamiltonian which is the sum of indepen- 
dent oscillator hamiltonians NL, n with ground states !aL, , , respectively. 
In other words, the projective representation 6 shifts the vacuum 0 of 
.I”&’ within I.8 to become vacuums oL of algebras r,,&‘L which, while 
interpreted within I’.#, are ground states of the oscillator hamiltonians 
ML. All the time we have the same completion I.%‘= I’XL. 
Indexing by L E E,(X) instead of by elements of Spi(&), we are 
tempted to speculate: What happens if one or more of the eigenvalues of L* 
approximate one? In this case we have 16,( = det(1 - L2)-‘i4 approach- 
ing infinity, and the probability of oL containing any fixed number of 
bosons converges to zero so that the limit state, which cannot be in IX’, 
would contain infinitely many bosons with probability one. Indeed, by 
(1Al) and Propositions 2Bl and 2B2, we obtain 
I0~pl* 5 det(l - L*)l’*c 
where c, is a constant not depending on L. With L* tending to a mapping 
with at least one eigenvalue one, we get det(1 - L*) tending to zero. 
This we can illustrate by looking on the evolution of the vacuum 0 under 
the unitary group exp - (1/2)it AZ, where A,= e;X for a .X?E (2, -) 
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(cf. SC). Then by (5C6) we get 
(exp - $it AY) o = Q(,), 
where 
L(f) = it(1 + it)-lpJu. 
Here X is the eigenspace of L(t) for the eigenvalues it(1 + it)-’ 
converging to 1 for t + cc. In the course of this evolution, the most 
probable number of bosons increases to the infinite number, and the 
candidate for the limit state is Sp;. which is not in I&’ anymore, but which 
can, at least according to Proposition 2B7, be identified with the element of 
the adjoint to Y(X). 
As mentioned in 2A, in the case of L approximating the conjugation -, 
the limit S- cannot even be considered as an element of the adjoint of 
Y(X). But though not closable, the operator 62 is defined on the whole 
I,&‘, and it suggests a possibility of locating S- in the adjoint to I,.%? 
provided with a suitably strong topology. This leads to several interesting 
consequences which appear in [19]. For applications of the ultracoherence 
in quantum optics, cf. [23]. 
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